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Guests:

MEB 1140Location:

Presenter(s): Brower, Richard

1. Review of prior minutes

General Note Minutes approved as written.

Dr. Gest motioned to approved.

Presenter(s): Brower, Richard

2. SCEC Concerns

General Note No concerns reported.

Presenter(s): Rosenthal, Lee

3. MD-MPH Concurrent Degree Program Evaluation Report (8.4)

Rosenthal, Lee MD-MPH Program Evaluation prepared by Drs. Rosenthal, Alikaj-Fierro & Lacy - Final report attached 

Overview presented on the program history
Organization: Christina Mena on UT Houston side and Dr. Rosenthal on TTUHSC side
Program Evaluation - combination of data collected since program inception & brief survey of current students

Notes performance from entry and cohort progression
Participants to date

78 with 2 withdrawing prior to beginning the MPH
34 completed the program – all but one full MPH degree – one with certificate program
9 have left program; with 6 who have also left PLFSOM (primarily due to academic challenges)

Program options selected: capstone or thesis – 3:1 participation respectively
Step Performance Outcomes

MD vs MD/MPH students no statistical significance on Step performance 
Survey responses

40% somewhat influence to attend PLFSOM sue to MPH
Most feel they can well manage both course load on both programs
60% guidance not adequate to meet needs

After year one completes – now each student is required to attend joint advising meeting –
proactive step moving forward

60% said they would recommend program as value
Some suggests Going into the program caused some confusion and the ability to understand the
options available to them

Area of improvement that group is currently working toward
MD/MPH students request more activities on campus that focus on MPH – lunch forums ect…
Factor that to led to withdrawal – academic difficulty in manage the workload

 FINAL TTUHSC El Paso and UTHealth SPH MD-MPH Concurrent Program Review_Fall 2017.docx


  









TTUHSC El Paso and UTHealth SPH Concurrent 

M.D.-M.P.H. Program Evaluation Report:

Examining the Early Years of the Program to the Present

October, 2017 







This evaluation was led by Texas Tech University Health Sciences Center at El Paso (TTUHSC El Paso) Paul L. Foster School of Medicine (PLFSOM) M.D.-M.P.H. Program Coordinator (Dr. Lee Rosenthal) in collaboration with the TTUHSC El Paso Office of Institutional Research and Effectiveness (OIRE) (Dr. Oliana Alikaj-Fierro) and the PLFSOM Office of Evaluation and Assessment (Dr. Naomi Lacy). SCI Unit Manager Barbara Stives also supported development of this report. 
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M.D. –M.P.H. Program History

The Paul L. School of Medicine (PLFSOM) at Texas Tech at the University Health Sciences Center El Paso (TTUHSC El Paso) and University of Texas Health Science Center at Houston UTHealth School of Public Health (SPH) M.D.-M.P.H. concurrent degree program allows students to pursue both an M.D. and M.P.H. degree simultaneously. The M.D.-M.P.H. program is designed for students interested in public health, health policy, clinical epidemiology, community-based health disease prevention and/or health promotion.  A student completing the Program receives a M.D. degree from PLFSOM and a Master Degree of Public Health from UTHealth.

The M.D.-M.P.H. program began in 2010, the year after the PLFSOM became a four-year educational program.  The M.D.-M.P.H. PLFSOM program was led by Theresa Byrd, Dr.P.H., R.N., Course Director for the Society, Community, and the Individual (SCI) Course. Holding a faculty appointment at both institutions during this start-up phase, she provided a unique role in the development and implementation of the Program on behalf of both institutions.  Dr. Byrd stayed involved with the M.D.-M.P.H. program through its transition in Academic Year (AY) 2015-2016 to a new PLFSOM faculty member.  At that point, E. Lee Rosenthal, Ph.D., M.P.H. became the M.D.-M.P.H Program Coordinator for TTUHSC El Paso. The Program Director for UTHealth and  Interim Regional Dean of the El Paso SPH campus is Kristi Mena, Ph.D., M.S.P.H. 

M.D.-M.P.H. Program Organization  

M.D.-M.P.H. students are expected to start their M.P.H. degree during the summer prior to medical school. In a few cases, medical students may begin the M.P.H. program during the summer between their first and second year.  Students must consult with the PLFSOM M.D.-M.P.H. Coordinator and TTUHSC El Paso’s Office of Student Affairs to begin at this later time. A student’s academic standing is a prerequisite to initiate the M.D.-M.P.H. Program at this later stage.  Continuing in the M.P.H. concurrent degree program is also contingent upon students remaining in good academic standing, as per PLFSOM academic guidelines. Students have five years to complete their M.P.H. as per UTHealth’s guidelines; however, students are encouraged to finish the degree in four years along with their M.D. degree.  An overview of the course curriculum is presented below in Table 1; a typical course work pathway through the curriculum is presented in Appendix 1 for reference.

The M.D.-M.P.H. is a 33 credit program which diminishes requirements for a traditional M.P.H. degree by 12 units (see Table 1).  Of the 33 units, 16 units come from five core courses, taken at UTHealth in the first two summers of medical school, including the summer before it begins. Eleven units are electives taken at UTHealth and 12 units come from existing PLFSOM course work, including three electives units usually taken during the fourth year of medical school. In lieu of an M.P.H. practicum, students use their first year kick-off summer PLFSOM Immersion to qualify for that experience; they take those practicum credits through UTHealth and are required to generate reflection assignments for course credit. 

To fulfill requirements, students must choose an area of concentration.  Possible areas include: any of the five core areas: Epidemiology; Biostatistics; Health Promotion/Health Education; Environmental Health, and Management, Policy, and Community Health.  They may also select a Biomedical Sciences specialty tailored to M.D. students that allows significant flexibility in course options. The program concludes with a Capstone or Thesis option. Approximately one-quarter of the students choose the thesis option; it can overlap with their TTUHSC El Paso required research project, as long as the two studies have distinct elements as determined by faculty involved with the research on both campuses. 













Table 1: MPH Degree Curriculum Overview

		UTHSC - School of Public Health: Traditional MPH

· 45 credit hours

· 5 core courses (16 credit hours)

· 7-8 advanced courses (20+ credit hours)

· Ethics course (3 credit hours)

· Practicum (3 credit hours)

· Research/Culminating Experience (no more than 3 credit hours)

The PLFSOM/UT-SPH: MD/MPH

· 33 credit hours from SPH

· 5 core courses (16 credit hours)

· 3-4 advanced courses (11+ credit hours)

· Practicum (3 credit hours)*

· Research/Culminating Experience (no more 3 credit hours)

· 12 credit hours from PLFSOM curriculum (no registration required)

6 credit hours for Scientific Principle of Medicine
Immunology (3 credit hours)
Microbiology (3 credit hours)

· 3 credit hours for Master’s Colloquia:  Ethics and Professionalism

· 3 credit hours for Year 4 Elective in Family Medicine

*Practicum (students must register for this course; however, 3 credit hours awarded for completion of Society, Community, and the Individual)







M.D.-M.P.H. Program Evaluation 

This report looks at the M.D.-M.P.H. program since its inception with an emphasis on AY 2014-15, AY 2015-16, and AY 2016-17.  It is based on current data in possession of the PLFSOM and findings from a brief pilot survey undertaken with current PLFSOM students, who are or have been participants in the M.D.-M.P.H. program.  This report offers a retrospective evaluation that presents an overview of the program’s processes and outcomes to date for all participating students with an emphasis on student performance in the past three graduating cohorts.  Data presented refer to all M.D. M.P.H. students unless their cohorts are specified.    

M.D.-M.P.H. Student ParticipantsTable 2 .MD- MPH Program Outcomes

 

Number

Students admitted to date

78

Withdrawing prior to class start

2

Withdrew from both

6

Withdrawal from MPH program only

3

Students on deferral

3

Completed MPH

34

Completed certificate

1





 

 





As of September 1, 2017, 78 students (see Table 2) have been admitted to the M.D. - M.P.H. program with 76 beginning the M.P.H. in earnest (two individuals chose to withdraw after admission, before the start of medical school).  Of the 76 students actively participating, 85.5% entered the M.P.H. program during the same year that they entered PLFSOM M.D., while 14.5% entered by their second year.

Based on analysis of available application data, it has been determined that students enter the M.D. -M.P.H program with a G.P.A. similar to all PLFSOM medical students for both science and non-science coursework (see Table 3).  Their SATs and MCATs are also similar to other applicants admitted.  ACT scores were found to be different between M.D.-only and M.D.-M.P.H students with M.D.-M.P.H. students having slightly higher average score (n=48).

Table 3: Entering Student Characteristics vs. all other PLFSOM student

		Descriptive Statistics for M.P.H. program students*

		N

		Minimum

		Maximum

		Mean

		Std. Deviation



		Overall GPA

		63

		3.19

		4

		3.7.0

		0.17



		Non Science GPA

		63

		2.66

		4

		3.78

		0.22



		Science GPA

		63

		3.09

		4

		3.64

		0.22



		SAT

		48

		0

		2200

		1372.3

		729.84



		ACT

		48

		0

		32

		14.9

		13.49



		MCAT Verbal Reasoning

		60

		3

		12

		9.1

		1.77



		MCAT Physical Sciences

		60

		7

		14

		9.48

		1.59



		MCAT Biological Sciences

		60

		8

		13

		10.08

		1.22



		* Not all students have pre-matriculation data available at the time of analysis.



		**MPH program students have a mean of 14.9 compared to a mean of 10.21 for students not enrolled in the MPH program.





Recent class cohort –specific data (see Tables 4 and 5) appears to be similar in M.D. and M.D.-M.P.H. students though statistical significance was not verified due to small sample size.  

Table 4: MCAT Scores by Entering Year and M.P.H. Program Participation



		MCAT Total



		 

		M.D. – M.P.H.

		M.P.H.



		YR

		N

		MCAT Total Mean

		MCAT Median

		N

		MCAT Total Mean

		MCAT Median



		2017

		36

		 

		 

		5

		 

		 



		2016

		63

		28

		28

		9

		28

		28



		2015

		63

		29

		29

		6

		28

		28



		2014

		124

		28

		28

		10

		29

		29



		2013

		86

		29

		29

		15

		29

		29







Table 5: MCAT 2015 Scores by Entering Year and M.P.H. Program Participation

		MCAT 2015 Total



		 

		M.D. –M.P.H.

		M.P.H.



		YR

		N

		MCAT 2015 Total Mean

		MCAT Median

		N

		MCAT 2015 Total Mean

		MCAT Median



		2017

		80

		504

		504

		5

		505

		504



		2016

		20

		504

		505

		4

		505

		505
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Program Completion 

Of the 76 students (see Table 6) who have entered the M.P.H. program since its inception, 34 have completed an M.P.H. and one has taken a Public Health certificate.  Of the remaining students, nine students have left the program with six leaving both the medical school and the M.P.H. program.  Three students have withdrawn from the M.P.H. program only.  Additionally, three current students are on deferral. The remaining individuals are currently enrolled in the concurrent M.P.H. and are completing coursework.  Table 6: Graduates by Academic Year







Looking more closely at the six students (3 left; 3 deferred) who left the M.D.-M.P.H. program after beginning the curriculum, but stayed at PLFSOM, a majority (4) left due to academic challenges in the PLFSOM curriculum.  Of the three who left the program, just one student left due to academic reasons. The other two left due to personal curricular choices; one of these two began the M.P.H. curriculum off cycle after their first year in medical school.  Of the three current students who have deferred their M.P.H. participation, all had academic performance issues.  As is standard practice, PLFSOM directed these students to withdraw from active participation in the M.P.H. program. All three entered in the Class of 2019 and they are all now in the Class of 2020.  These three students were also enrolled on the Primary Care Scholars program which was new at that time.  PLFSOM student guidelines now indicate that dual enrollment in more than one specialty program is not allowed.

Most students graduating complete the M.P.H. program during the same semester as their M.D. graduation.  In AY 2014-15, the M.D.-M.P.H. program had six graduates.  In AY 2015-16, five graduating M.D. students completed their M.D.-M.P.H.; also during that year, an additional M.P.H. was granted to a PLFSOM 2015 M.D. graduate.  In AY 2016-17, 13 students graduating with M.D. degrees completed their M.P.H.; in one case, the student completed his M.P.H. in December before graduation. 



Graduates in the past three cohorts have primarily chosen to complete the program through the Capstone Course option, while approximately one quarter chose a thesis option (see Table 7 for breakdown by option).  Thesis titles in the last three years are:Table 7: Thesis v.s Capstone Among Those Completing The Program In The Last 3 Academic Years

Academic Year of Program Completion

Thesis Option

Capstone Project

AY 2014-2015

2

4

AY 2015-2016

2

4

AY 2016-2017

1

12





· Cardiovascular Screening Behaviors, Acculturation, and Family Cohesiveness in the El Paso Borderland Area 

· HIV and the Hispanic Woman

· Patterns and correlates of internet use, cell phone use and attitudes towards patient portals among a predominantly Mexican –American clinic population

· Colorectal cancer educational intervention and screening outcomes

· Frequent Users of the Emergency Department on the US-Mexico Border: Determining  Risk Factors to Inform Interventions

Only one M.D.-M.P.H. completed a specialty concentration; this specialty was in Leadership Studies.

Student Performance at PLFSOM

The evidence suggests that the M.P.H. program does not impede student performance in the M.D. degree program. Table 8 below shows cohort-specific Step 1 data indicating insignificant statistical differences between M.D. and M.D.-M.P.H. Step 1 pass rates.  



Table 8: Assessment Outcomes Step 1, 1st. Attempt

		

		M.D.



		 

 M.D. –M.P.H.





		YR

		#N

		Step 1 Mean

		 Step 1 Median

		#N

		Step 1 Mean

		 Step 1 Median



		2015

		62

		227

		226

		6

		216

		214



		2014

		112

		222

		224

		8

		222

		228



		2013

		78

		222

		218

		15

		227

		229



		2012

		73

		231

		233

		5

		232

		227



		

		

		

		

		

		

		







Current Student Survey and Student Social Forum Findings

In the fall of 2017, a pilot survey was undertaken of current PLFSOM students who were either enrolled in the M.D.-M.P.H. program or who had been enrolled during their time at PLFSOM.  The “flash” 48 hour pilot survey conducted in Qualtrics had a 40% response rate with 15 of the 37 invited students responding.  The respondents included five first-year-students, five second-year-students, three third-year-students, and two fourth-year-students. Tables reflecting the responses can be found at the end of this report in Appendix B.  Additionally, in a no-host fall, 2017 gathering (social forum) planned with M.D.-M.P.H., with all current M.D.-M.P.H. students invited was held at a venue off campus to encourage students comradery.  At that gathering with a half dozen Ms1-MS3 students in attendance, students shared with Program Director Mena and Program Coordinator Dr. Rosenthal about perspectives on the ways to improve the M.D.-M.P.H. program.  Findings and related recommendations from the two sources (survey & social forum) are discussed below. 

In the survey responses, 40% of student respondents indicated that the presence of an M.P.H. program “somewhat” influenced their choice of medical schools. In referring to their experience once in the program, 9 of 15 respondents indicated that the M.P.H. program did not meet their expectations overall.  Approximately 50% of students rated that they could manage their course load, an additional 25% percent indicated it was “easy” to manage the load. Of note, students in the class of 2019 rated the workload as most difficult.  Sixty percent of students rated guidance coordinated between the two institutions to be less than adequate; comments indicate this was especially difficult during entry to the program.  Looking to the future, 60% of students anticipate that having the M.P.H. degree will influence the residency options and just under 75% indicate that their training will influence their future medical practice.  Finally, 60% of students indicate that they would recommend this program to other students.

In open-ended comments on the survey, students praised local UTHealth administrators as strength of the program.  They also noted the program’s flexibility especially with regard to on-line course options. One student comment about this aspect of the program was: “How flexible the degree plan is in accommodating our interests and medical school schedules.” Comments also indicated concerns, especially with regard to communication about program start-up that led to confusion about what to take and when to take it.  One comment suggested they that wished the program “(would)...be less invasive during the M.D. portion. Make orientation when there are no classes going on…” First year students indicated that they were frustrated not to learn in advance that participation in the M.P.H. program precluded participation in other specialty track programs such as the new anatomy program.  At the open social forum, students mentioned this issue as well.  In the student social forum students offered suggestions for improving their experience.  Students suggested that the program host a series public health speakers to enrich learning opportunities; mid-day times were thought to be the best.  Students indicated overall that efforts to host a few select activities on campus targeted to public health topics would be welcome as long as they were well-integrated into the schedule and generally held during the day.   

Concluding Thoughts and Recommendations 



The combined M.D.-M.P.H. degree offers a valuable option for advanced studies to incoming medical students in PLFSOM, one influencing the choice of some students to pick PLFSOM. This evaluation confirmed that students participating in the M.D.-M.P.H. program are similar at the start to incoming M.D.-only students. Based on data assessed to date, they also appear to perform at similar levels to all other students.

Opportunities for enhancing elements of the program were indicated in the survey responses and informal student forum.  In particular, an actionable opportunity for improvement is better information about the program before students start school.  This should include clarification about participation in the M.P.H. program precluding participation in other specialty PLFSOM programs. Additionally, it seems there is need for improvement in the coordination of guidance provided to students shared by the two institutions. Efforts to address this concern are currently underway with a plan for both TTUHSC El Paso and UTHealth representatives to participate in a spring guidance session with each first-year-student as they prepare for the years ahead.  

With regard to the rating indicating that the program does not meet expectations, further research is needed to identify the issues and the best way to address this concern.  Finally, students’ positive rating related to recommending this program to others indicates that while there is room for improvement, the program is successful in offering the students a positive and valued addition to their education.  

Future Evaluation 



Future evaluation will offer important opportunities to further explore issues raised in this report and continue to monitor student experiences in the program. 




Appendix A: Sample Academic Plan Pathway

Standard Pathway with start of the MPH degree 

The summer before Medical School  

		Texas Tech University Health Sciences Center El Paso / UTHealth School of Public Health

		Example Degree Plan - 4 year option – 

with MS 0







		Rank

		Semester

		Course Schedule

		Live or Online

		UT SPH Credit



		MS 0

		Summer

		PH 2110 Overview Environmental Health*

		Online

		3



		

		

		PH 1110 Social and Behavioral Aspects of Community Health*

		Online

		3



		MS I

		Fall

		No SPH Courses

		-

		-



		

		Spring

		No SPH Courses

		-

		-



		

		Summer

		PH 3715 Introduction to Management and Policy Sciences

		Online

		3



		

		

		PH 2610 Introduction to Epidemiology

		Online

		3



		

		

		PH 1690 Foundations of Biostatistics

		Online

		4



		MS II

		Fall

		Focus Area Course 1

		Live

		3



		

		Spring

		No SPH Courses

		-

		-



		

		Summer

		No SPH Courses

		-

		-



		MS III

		Fall

		Focus Area Course 3

		Online

		3



		

		

		PH 9997 Practicum

		Live

		3



		

		Spring

		Elective

		Live

		2



		

		Summer

		Focus Area Course 2

		Live

		3



		MS IV

		Fall

		No SPH Courses

		-

		-



		

		Spring

		Capstone**

		Online

		3



		-

		-

		Shared Credits

		Live

		12



		Total

		

		

		-

		45





*Due to medical school schedule, first 6 week courses or independent studies are suggested

**Students may choose to do a written culminating experience (live credits)

The example degree plan indicates one possible path students may take to complete the MPH program while enrolled in the MD program. Course registration; decisions should be made with consultation from the faculty leads of the concurrent degree program. 

Dr. Mena (UTHealth School of Public Health) and Dr. Rosenthal (Texas Tech University Health Sciences Center El Paso) should be consulted on all course registration.

		Course

		On-Line

		



		

		Live 

		





Appendix B: MD-MPH SURVEY FINDINGS

Pilot MD-MPH Feedback Survey*



*: Note this pilot survey report dropped one question on course load deemed to be unclear.

Respondent comments informed the report but they are not shared directly in this report. 











Survey Findings 



1) Did having the MD/MPH option at PLFSOM influence your decision to attend the school?





		Answer

		%

		Count



		Not at all

		33.33%

		5



		Somewhat

		40.00%

		6



		Greatly

		26.67%

		4



		Total

		100%

		15










2) Does your experience in the MD/MPH Program match the expectations you had when entering the program?





		Answer

		%

		Count



		Not as good as expected

		60.00%

		9



		As expected

		40.00%

		6



		Better than expected

		0.00%

		0



		Total

		100%

		15










3) I rate managing my MPH course load as:





		Answer

		%

		Count



		Difficult

		20.00%

		3



		Manageable

		53.33%

		8



		Easy

		26.67%

		4



		Total

		100%

		15










4) The guidance I receive in managing my MPH courses from both collaborating institutions:





		Answer

		%

		Count



		Does not meet my needs

		60.00%

		9



		Meets my needs

		20.00%

		3



		More than meets my needs

		20.00%

		3



		Total

		100%

		15










5) Please assess the following statement: "I think my MD/MPH studies will help in securing a good residency program"





		Answer

		%

		Count



		Not true

		13.33%

		2



		Somewhat true

		60.00%

		9



		Very true

		26.67%

		4



		Total

		100%

		15










6) Please assess the following statement: "I think my MD/MPH training will better prepare me for my future career than having an MD degree only"





		Answer

		%

		Count



		Not true

		0.00%

		0



		Somewhat true

		26.67%

		4



		Very true

		73.33%

		11



		Total

		100%

		15













AY 14-15





6 graduates from class of 2015





AY 15-16





5 graduates from class of 2016





1 graduate from class of 2015





AY 16-17





13 graduates from class of 2017





AY 13-14





AY 12-13





 3 graduates from class of  2013





4 graduates from class of 2014





























AY 14-15





6 graduates from class of 2015





AY 15-16





5 graduates from class of 2016





1 graduate from class of 2015





AY 16-17





13 graduates from class of 2017





AY 13-14





AY 12-13





 3 graduates from class of  2013





4 graduates from class of 2014
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Dr. Gest, Dr. Martin, Dr. Rosenthal and Admissions in the offer acceptance process to incorporate the intention to
enter a program
Develop info materials that lay out all supplemental options and registration restrictions
Improved coordination the guidance students are receiving
Update proposed affiliation agreement – in works and will be brought to the CEPC for review.
Update with deferred student information

Conclusion

Presenter(s): Lacy, Naomi, Brower, Richard

4. Email voting: Policy on Off-Cycle Entry to Year 3 (9.9)

General Note Policy was drafted by Dr. Brower and sent via Email for voting. 

See attachment for details. 

 Off-Cycle Entry to Year 3 v16OCT2017.pdf

Approved by committee.Conclusion

Presenter(s): Lacy, Naomi

5. Overview of the Annual Program Evaluation for AY16-17 (8.4)

Lacy, Naomi Dr. Lacy presented 

Report Highlights
Executive Summary – based on the CEPC focus and things that stood out otherwise
Small changes beyond  - moved to LCME table format
Data broken out in different formats – by discipline and by location enhancements for use in trend data
Added information on elective subscription
Add info on SARP
Provided separate list of tables and figures for improved document navigation

STEP pass rates reported
On trend to steady with or above national averages
STEP 3 results – limited to those students who shared data access – nice steady trend solid 98%
Step 1 Pass Rate is at National average
Sept 2 CK Pass Rate is a little below National average
Step 2 CS Pass rates is above national average

General Observations
Test item policy- improvement
PGO mapping- improvement - need to continue to improve to satisfy issues with CEPC review of PGOs
AY 2016-17
6 year graduation rate remains above our benchmark

Match Data
Remaining in TX and Matching into primary care remain steady
Remaining in EP – remains low

Annual Measures of Hidden Curriculum
Jefferson empathy shows higher T1 scores in recent classes.
SDLRS is being conducted by Dr. Salazar

AAMC Indicators
Y2 data incorporated

Attend class at higher rate
Use video at a lower rate
Professionalism modeled by faculty

G2 Data
75th percentile for global satisfaction
PLFSOM students below burnout and exhaustion than national averages

AAMC Learning Environment
Generally in 10th and 25th percentile
100% percent of students were aware of policies
96% knew of the procedures

Dr. Lacy recommended for members to read the methods section.
 
Dr. Dankovich will post it to website - marked as DRAFT
 
Dr. Brower mentioned that if any problems are identify to let Dr. Lacy know, so it can be updated.




 


Policies are subject to revision. Refer to the Office of Medical Education website or contact the Office of Medical Education 
to ensure that you are working with the current version. 
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Medical Education Program Policy 
 


Policy Name: Off-cycle Entry Into Year 3 


Policy 
Domain: Clerkship Phase Refers to LCME 


Element(s): 9.9 


Approval 
Authority: 


Curriculum and Educational 
Policy Committee (CEPC) Adopted: 


10/16/2017 
Asynchronous voting 


from 10/9/2017 
Date Last 
Reviewed:  


Responsible 
Executive: 


Associate Dean for Medical 
Education 


Date Last 
Revised:  


Responsible 
Office: Office of Medical Education Contact: Robin Dankovich, Ed.D. robin.dankovich@ttuhsc.edu 


 


1. Policy Statement: As described in the PLFSOM academic catalog, students are expected 
to begin the third year of the M.D. degree program with the first clerkship block of the 
academic year. Under special circumstances (such as a delay in passing USMLE Step 1), 
students may be permitted to begin their third year with the second clerkship block. 
Under no circumstances will a student be permitted to begin the third year with the third 
clerkship block.  


2. Reason for Policy: 
• To prevent issues due to educational program constraints related to coordination 


of the clerkship intersessions and fourth year requirements. In addition, allowing 
entry into the third year with the third clerkship block would lead to sporadic and 
undesirable inequities in ability and experience among students during their 
assignments to clinical teams. 


3. Who Should Read This Policy: 
• Clerkship directors and coordinators 
• Members of the Committee on Student Grading and Promotion 
• Students (via summary statement in the PLFSOM academic catalog) 


4. Resources: This policy is administratively supported and disseminated by the Office of Medical 
Education. 


5. Definitions: 
• Off-cycle: Any student who is taking a required course or clerkship through an 


offering at a time other than as intended by the standard degree plan. 
6. The Policy: Students are expected to begin the third year of the M.D. degree program with the 


first clerkship block of the academic year. Under special circumstances (such as a delay in 
passing USMLE Step 1), students may be permitted to enter the third year with the second 
clerkship block (off-cycle). Entry into the third year of the M.D. degree program with the third 
clerkship block is prohibited. 
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Tasks Summary

Task Due Date Owner Project Completion Priority

Catalog Update - MD/MPH 12.10.2017 Dankovich, Robin 0%

Presenter(s): Brower, Richard

6. LCME updates

General Note Mock Survey has been done.
 
Dr. Brower is meeting with surveyed panels to discuss any questions.
 
Survey meeting begins Sunday, November 12th at the hotel with Dr. Lange and it will run through Wednesday,
November 15th. 

Presenter(s): Brower, Richard

7. Rountable

General Note No CEPC meeting in November.

Presenter(s): Brower, Richard

8. Adjourn

General Note Meeting adjourned at 6:20pm. 
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